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Forex trading cannot be consistently profitable without adhering to some Forex strategy. It takes time and effort to build your own FX trading strategy or to adapt an existing one to your trading needs and style.





What is a trading strategy?


Most frequently, a trading strategy is a set of entry and exit rules, which a trader can use to open and close positions in the foreign exchange market. These rules can be very simple or very complex. Simple strategies usually require only few confirmations, while advanced strategies may require multiple confirmations and signals from different sources.


Additionally, a trading strategy may contain some money management rules or guidelines. Some strategies (e.g., Martingale) can be centered strictly around position sizing techniques.


Apart from the entry/exit rules and optional money management guidelines, strategies are often characterized by the list of trading tools required to employ the given strategy. These tools are usually charts, technical or fundamental indicators, some market data, or anything else that can be used in trading. When choosing a strategy, you need to understand, which of the required tools you have in possession.


It is important to choose a strategy or system that is easy to follow with your daily trading schedule and that can be applied successfully with your account balance size.





Mechanical vs. discretionary Forex strategies


Forex strategies that are traded based on strict mathematical rules with no ambiguous conditions and no important trading decisions to be made by the trader are called mechanical. A good example of a mechanical system is a moving average cross strategy, where MA periods are given and positions are entered and exited exactly at the point of cross. When working with mechanical trading strategy, it is easy to backtest one and determine its profitability. You can also automate such system via MetaTrader expert advisors or any other trading software. The usual drawback of such strategies is their lack of flexibility before the fundamental changes in the market behavior. Mechanical strategies are a good choice for traders knowledgeable in trading automation and backtesting.


Strategies that retain some uncertainty and cannot be easily formalized into mathematical rules are called discretionary. Such strategies can be backtested only manually. They are also prone to emotional errors and various psychological biases. On the bright side, discretionary trading is very flexible and allows experienced traders to avoid losses in difficult market situation, while offering an opportunity to extend profit when traders deem it feasible. Newbie currency traders should probably stay away from discretionary trading, or at least try to minimize the extent of their discretion in trading.





Trading strategies


In this Forex strategy repository, you will find various strategies that are divided into three major categories:


	Indicator Forex strategies
	Price action Forex strategies
	Fundamental Forex strategies



Indicator Forex strategies


Indicator Forex strategies are such trading strategies that are based on the standard Forex chart indicators and can be used by anyone who has an access to some charting software (e.g., MetaTrader platform). These FX strategies are recommended to traders that prefer technical analysis indicators over everything else:


	Moving Average Cross Strategy
	Parabolic SAR Strategy
	Stochastic Oscillator Strategy
	MACD Divergence Forex Strategy
	Combined Stochastic Oscillator/MA Strategy



Price action Forex strategies


Price action Forex strategies are the currency trading strategies that do not use any chart or fundamental indicators but instead are based purely on the price action. These strategies will fit both short-term and long-term traders, who do not like the delay of the standard indicators and prefer to listen as the market is speaking. Various candlestick patterns, waves, tick-based strategies, grid and pending position systems — they all fall into this category:


	Inside Bar Strategy
	Simple Price Based Trading System
	Martingale Trading System
	Scalping Forex Strategy
	Support and Resistance Strategy
	Pinbar Trading System



Fundamental Forex strategies


Fundamental Forex strategies are strategies based on purely fundamental factors that stand behind the bought and sold currencies. Various fundamental indicators, such as interest rates and macroeconomic statistics, affect the behavior of the foreign exchange market. These strategies are quite popular and will benefit long-term traders that prefer fundamental data analysis over technical factors:


	Forex News Trading Strategy
	Carry Trade Strategy
	Forex Gap Strategy
	Buy-and-Hold
	Commitment of Traders Strategy






Testing your Forex strategy


It is very important to test your trading strategy before going live with it. There are two ways to test your potential trading strategy: backtesting and forward testing.


Backtesting


Backtesting is a kind of a strategy test performed on the past data. It can be either automated or manual. For automated backtesting, a special software should be coded. Automated testing is more precise but requires a fully mechanical trading system to test. Manual testing is slow and can be rather inaccurate, but requires no extra programming and can be done without any special preparation process. Any backtesting results should be taken with a grain of salt as the tested strategy might have been created to fit particular backetsting historical data.


Forward testing


Forward testing is performed either on a demo account or on a very small (micro) live account. During such tests, you trade normally with your strategy as if you were trading your live account. As with backtesting, forward testing can also be automated. In this case, you would need to create a trading robot or expert advisor to execute your system. Of course, with discretionary strategy, you are limited solely to manual testing. Forward testing results are considered to be more useful and representative than those of the backtests.


Interpreting the results


Regardless of how you decide to test your strategy, you need to understand the results you get. Intuitively, you would want to judge the results according to strategy's profitability, but you should not forget about other important parameters of successful trading strategies. They are: low drawdown sizes, short drawdown periods, high probability of winning, high average reward-to-risk ratios and big number of trades. Ideally, your system should earn equally well on bullish and bearish trades, the resulting balance curve should be consistent and uniform, without significant drops or long flat periods.


If you are using MetaTrader for backtesting or forward testing, you can use our report analysis tool to better understand the strong and weak sides of your strategy.





Further reading


If you want need information on currency trading strategies or need some additional examples of working strategies, you are welcome to browse our e-books section on strategies to learn from completely free downloadable e-books. You may also choose to read some articles from our strategy building section to improve your knowledge of the subject.


If you want to share your Forex trading strategy with other traders, or want to ask some questions regarding the strategies presented here, please, join a discussion of the Forex strategies at the forum.
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 [image: ] [image: ] Forex — the foreign exchange (currency or FOREX, or FX) market is the biggest and the most liquid financial market in the world. It boasts a daily volume of more than $6.6 trillion. Trading in this market involves buying and selling world currencies, taking profit from the exchange rates difference. FX trading can yield high profits but is also a very risky endeavor.
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 Forex trading bears intrinsic risks of loss. You must understand that Forex trading, while potentially profitable, can make you lose your money. Never trade with the money that you cannot afford to lose! Trading with leverage can wipe your account even faster. CFDs are leveraged products and as such loses may be more than the initial invested capital. Trading in CFDs carry a high level of risk thus may not be appropriate for all investors.
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